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COMING UP!

July 2nd
Monthly Meeting
Tool Making

July 19th
Club Picnic

August 6th

August 22-24
H&G show

August 24
Judy Ditmar Demo

Continued on page 3

    Written by Howard Cohen
Dave Lambert demonstrated his techniques for his spiral carving treatment.  

He basically starts with a standard hollowing procedure. But before any turning 
can or should take place, there are 4 elements of planning:

1. Deciding beforehand the shape & size
2. Selecting a good wood for carving – walnut is good. Maple is good.  Don’t 

use oak, it  chips too easily.  
3. Deciding on the number of spirals:  Choosing an even number is easier.  

He suggests starting with 8.
4. Selecting the pitch; 1:3, 1:4, or 1:5, for example are good choices.  A 1:1 

pitch results in a very flat spiral that winds way around the vessel.  A 1:6 and 
higher pitch results in spirals that are very steep.  He even changes the pitch on 
different sections of the vessel.

Finally, for your first attempt, don’t start with a large piece.
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With only a few 
weeks left have you 
done yours yet???  
Join in on the fun 
it’s only $5.  Times’ 
a runnin’ out!  I’ve 
started on mine twice 
!@#$%^!  

Are your pieces ready for the picnic?  
Remember you can enter 3 pieces in each 
category. 

Also remember we will have a silent auction 
for some of your left over unwanted shop 
items.  We have sold things like lathes, radial 
arm saws, turning tools, hollowing systems, 
and even wood.  Anything SHOP related is 
possible.

What can you bring to eat at B-B-Q on a 
HOT summer afternoon?  We  need you to 
signup for food for the POT LUCK.  

And then they all cooled off in the pool 
--- Remember swim suits and towels.
One Big Rule!!  NO GLASS inside 
the fence by the pool!  We have plastic 
glasses for the wine, Beers - NO 
GLASS!

I just received our conformation for the 
next two Home and Garden shows at the 
Santa Clara county fair grounds.  The 
dates are: Aug. 22-24 and Feb 6-8, ’09.  
We do have a conflict for the Aug show 
but a couple members have volunteered 
to attend to the show on 8/24, instead of 
the Judy Ditmer demo.  That will help 
out a lot some of us just can’t be in two 
places at once.

Happy turning 

PRES SEZ

Next month...
Join us Wednesday, July 2nd, at 7 P.M., Rich's 

Center is located behind his home at 14979 Joanne 
Ave., San Jose. From Hwy. 680, take the McKee Road 
exit East about 1.5 miles to Toyon Ave. Turn left and go 
0.6 mile, turn right onto Joanne Ave.

Bring your chair and items for Show and Tell. We 
all learn together.

President's	Challenge:	starts	with	“J”       Dave Lambert
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Basic Steps

1. Complete the outside form (sanded to 120),
2. Hollow, leaving about a ½ inch in the body.   The neck maybe down to a ¼ 

inch. Dave hollows while green and then lets the piece dry.   From this point on, 
everything is done off the lathe.  He doesn’t use a carving stand, yet.

3. Construct a grid on finished outside form.
4. Draw the spiral by connecting the points according to the pitch you have 

selected.  
5. Carve the spirals.
6. Sand and file from the carved spiral towards the flat on top that he does not 

finish sanding until the end.  Dave sands by hand up to about 600 grit or higher!

His first piece took 80 – 100 hours.  He has not gotten that down to maybe 40 0 
50 hours and he is always looking for ways to further shorten the time.

Some Details

Dave creates the horizontal grid lines by turning the lathe in reverse and just 
using the width of finger.  The horizontal lines do not have to perfect, but he 
always uses a pencil as there are times when he goes back and erases the grid and 
starts over.

Dave has evolved through several techniques for cutting the spirals, 

1. First he used a Dremel with the cylinder cutting bit.  As he demonstrated 
for us, this is pretty slow; hence with a large number of spirals, it is going to take a 
long time.

2. He is now using an Arbortech mini grinder attachment He doesn’t use the 
side handle when carving as he prefers to hold the vessel with one hand/arm and 
carve with the other; in other words, he does it one handed. He attaches the mini 
grinder to a Harbor freight 4” grinder for a total cost of probably $90.

Shaping and Sanding

1. Dave then starts flattening the edges still leaving the flat spot on top and 
still using the grinder.  He also uses dremel cutters to complete this stage of the 
shaping.  He may use dremel burr cutters at the top of the vessel.

2. When done with the dremel, Dave doesn’t use 60 grit next because he 
found that files work better.  This is particularly true because you need a good con-
tinuous motion that follows the spiral shape.  For small areas he uses riffler files 
which he also gets at Harbor Freight.  

3. After filing, if he has done a good job, Dave can start at 150 grit sandpaper.
4. He cuts up a pair of cheap sandel thongs for making sanding forms.  Dave 

strongly advises against the reuse of sandpaper – it is a good way to regress a 
couple of grits.  He loves Klingspor.

Finishing

Dave mostly uses deft lacquer; either spray or 50 50.  For walnut he may use 
Danish oil first, then lacquer.

Dave Lambert  continued from page 1
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GUEST ARTIST

Kiwiturner
Graeme
Priddle

joined us to demonstrate surface deco-
ration to a small, enthusiastic audience 
on two consecutive evenings.

Graeme, last here in 2003, talked 
about how he draws inspiration from 
the sea and rain forests around his 
100-acre New Zealand property, and 
from the artwork and symbols of the 
indigenous Maori people.

Graeme achieves many of his 
surface texturing effects by burning 
the wood with brands which he winds 
from #18 or #20 nichrome wire. He 
uses these in a homemade hand piece 
attached to a wood burning system. 
While during the demo he used Rich’s 
Detail Master, at home he uses a con-
siderably more powerful woodburner 

From the top: bandsawing the 
hull to shape, the hull masked for 
burning, branding patterns into the 
wood, and the finished piece after 
applying paint and tung oil.

Continued on next page.

built from a 10A car battery charger.
Graeme began his demo with the 

small boat above, hollowing a block 
of wood and bandsawing the outside 
to shape, then using the lathe as a 
carving stand to shape the “hull” so 
that the hollow interior broke through 
the hull sides. He sanded all surfaces 
to #600 and rubbed them out with 
steel wool.

Once he had the shape just the 
way he wanted it, Graeme masked 
the boat with pre-punched tape circles 
and thin strips of automotive detailing 
tape, then used various wire brands to 
burn patterns into the exposed wood. 
He brushed artist’s black matte acrylic 
paint into the burned areas before 
removing the masking tape. Finally, 
he applied several coats of tung oil to 
the entire piece.

 Page 1

GRAEME PRIDDLE Guest Artist
By Phil Roybal
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Continued from previous page.

Top to bottom: branding the bowl 
base; the bowl after painting with 
black acrylic; the finished bowl, 
and one of Priddle’s signature 
Starfish vessels.

Top to bottom: Graeme turns the 
outside of a bowl; the tung-oiled 
bowl; the bowl hollowed, sanded, 
and ready for decoration; and the 
beginning of the branding process.

Graeme began the second evening 
of demo by turning a maple bowl. 
Because speed is important to produc-
tion turners, he mounts his pieces by 
jamming them between chuck jaws 
and a live center to turn the outside.

After turning and sanding the 
outside, Graeme coats the surface with 
tung oil and reverses the bowl in the 
chuck to hollow the inside. He cuts a 
slight depression around the interior 
rim of the bowl so he can later texture 
and paint it, then sand it clean without 
damaging the texture.

Once the bowl is shaped and 
sanded, Graeme holds it in his lap to 
brand the hollow interior. He carefully 
overlaps the brands so they fill the 
surface and leave no gaps, working his 
way from the rim down to the bottom 
of the bowl, in concentric circles. 

Graeme uses a toothbrush to apply 
matte black acrylic paint to the pat-
terned area, then remounts the bowl 
in the chuck to sand off paint smears 
on the top surface, leaving a crisp line 
between the painted, patterned interior 
and the smooth rim.

He then reverse chucks the bowl 
in Cole jaws to turn the foot to final 
shape and brand it as well. Finally, he 
treats the whole piece to more coats of 
tung oil, his standard finish.

Graeme donated this piece to the 
club, and we raffled it off to those 
present. Gary Petretti won it.

At the right is one of Graeme’s 
signature “Starfish” vessels, carved 
and branded using the techniques he 
showed us. He carves first, then hol-
lows the piece until he gets the right 
amount of breakthrough in the walls. 
This piece is destined for a New York 
show he’ll attend later this month. He 
estimates the gallery price of the piece 
at $4000.

 Page 2
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TURNING OUTPresident’s Challenge 

Clockwise from top left:
Rich Johnson showed a Juniper hollow 

form; everything went wrong; wants to call 
it junk but then he’d have to beep/disqualify 
himself.  Herb Green turned a Juniper wedding 
goblet with two captured interlocking rings.  
You have to break the rings to make them 
interlocking.  Jim Gott turned an end grain a 
vase out of juglans (walnut); the vessel was 
1/3 sap wood.  The finish was based on Bill 
Johnston’s work in North Bay club.  This 
technique uses wipe on poly followed by steel 
wool over and over again.  The final finish is 
wipe on poly thinned 50 50 with mineral spirits.  
Jim says that the result is like a spray on finish 
without the undesirable effects of a spray finish.

Phil Roybal created a padauk broach 
(Jewelry).  He turned a shallow plate, 3” in 
diameter and cut it with laser.  The finish is 50 
50; 15 coats were needed because of padauk’s 
coarse grain absorbing the finish.  Kent provided 
us with the following tip:   Cover padauk with 
Armorall and it retains its red color.  Dick 
Pickering – Turned a Juniper goblet and finished 
it with 2 coats of sanding sealer.  Dick lost count 
of the number of 50 50 coats that he applied.  
John Whittier – Turned a black walnut (juglans 
californica) bowl. Becky Frisbee crafted 
jewelry bars for (storing and hanging) bracelets 
and necklaces.  She thinks it is canary wood.  

Kent Mosely  Tonight was catch up for 
Kent.   January:  A juniper natural edge bowl

February:  A Fern cloud natural edge bowl
March: A miniature motorcycle helmet for a 

monkey – mystery wood; maybe silver maple.  
June – from John’s wood give away – a 

juglans jurassic jar with an ebonized base.

    StartS  with  “J”
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  Becky Frisbee mentioned the special July 
Picnic contest items and showed an example of 
something she made from the “blind” wood piece 
selection.  From a round disc, Becky turned it into 
a simple platter with a spectacular grain pattern.  
She also mentioned that the wood doesn’t look so 
good until you turn it.
  Oscar Witlock made an exacto knife handle out 
of maple a juniper cup, and a Pistache  bowl.  He 
also made a several successively larger juniper 
bowls all finished with 50 50 and, proudly, 
labeled.
  Kent Mosely found a Black Palm bowl at a flea 
market and he offered it as the free pass for this 
month, but with a catch.  Namely, if you select 
this item with our raffle ticket then you have to 
finish turning it for next month.  Kent also turned 
a spalted sycamore small bowl which he finished 
with 50 50.
  Bryan Butler turned two bottle stoppers: one 
has an aluminum band on the diagonal which he 
achieved by uses hardware store sheet aluminum 
which is super glued between pieces of wood.
  George Hall turned wood (maybe chestnut) 
from the raffle and created a bowl finished with 
Deft.  He also included a stone insert that he got 
in Mexico.
  Scott Landon turned a Jatoba bowl that included 
polymer clay inserts that formed curved triangles 
at an angle to the bowl perimeter.  Scott glued 3 
pieces together to form the bowl blank, then tilted 
the band saw at 10 degrees to get a slight angle to 
cut the insert slots for the clay..

Presidents Challenge continued from page 6. 
Rich Horton turned a Juniper (jewel of June, joyous colors, no jesting and it will bring joy to its owner) bowl.  

He used CA in cracks and kept turning.  He used sanding sealer in the area to be patched before using CA glue 
and shavings to prevent CA glue from staining wood!

Howard Cohen turned a hollow form vase from Japanese Maple, finished with shell wax.  Aluminum powder 
was used to fill a large void.  

Bryan Butler turned a Juniper natural edge bowl.
Mike Batek brought turnings for May and June
May:  A myrtle burl hollow form
June:  A very pretty Juglan platter with epoxy powder.  
Scott Landon turned a piece out of Jatoba with a jungle theme; i.e. a jaguar print around the rim from a laser 

engraved fabric (2 pieces) laid into an engraved inset for the fabric.  No finish was applied over the fabric. Scott 

Show and Tell
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CLUB NOTES

SVW needs YOU
It takes more than the of-

ficers and program chairs to make 
our club function at its best. If your 
name’s not in the column at right, we 
still need your help in smaller ways to 
manage some of the club’s activities.

This is a HELP WANTED ad, and 
we need you to respond. There are 
always things that need doing here. In 
particular, we need:
• Volunteers for shop tours
• Volunteers to present at meetings
• Members to write up their profiles 
 for the newsletter
• Short articles for Chips & Chatter

Please volunteer to Rich Johnson 
and help make our activities happen.

Sharing 
Knowledge
MEMBERS: Please contribute your 
expertise to our newsletter. The editor 
will help you get your article ready if 
need be. Deadline is the 12th of the 
month.

OTHER WOODTURNING 
CLUBS: you may use materials in 
this newsletter for the benefit of other 
turners. Please credit Silicon Val-
ley Woodturners and the newsletter 
month and year for any material you 
use, and mention our web site: www.
svwoodturners.org. Note that if we’ve 
flagged an article as having been 
reprinted from another source with 

permission, you must secure that same 
permission in order to use that mate-
rial.

Volunteer Instructors
The turners below have graciously 

offered to open their shops to help 
members who want to learn to sharp-
en, try something new, or  master a 
technique that just doesn’t seem to be 
working. We all love to share. You just 
have to ask.

Willing to help? Contact Lloyd 
Frisbee to join this list. 

Rich Dege (408) 272-8122
Jim Gott (408) 265-9501
Rich Johnson (408) 254-8485
Phil Roybal (408) 255-4789

Join Silicon 
Valley 
Woodturners

Want to join a great group of 
turning enthusiasts in an atmosphere 
of sharing and camaraderie? Be-
come a member of Silicon Valley 
Woodturners.

We meet on the first Wednesday 
of each month. See page 2 for details. 
Drop in at any meeting and check 
things out. To join, contact Rich John-
son (see listing at the right). 

Learn more about our club on the 
web at www.svwoodturners.org.

SVW Contacts

President
Rich Johnson (408) 254-8485
latheart@pacbell.net

V.P./Program Chairs
John Whittier (408) 379-3722
jwhit10506@aol.com
John Overmire (650) 299-9754
Johnover@yahoo.com

Treasurer
Craig Thorson (650) 678-1970
kw@wwdb.org

Secretary
Howard Cohen (408) 378-9456
howard687@yahoo.com

Editor
Lloyd Frisbee (408) 978-6219
bigguy95124@yahoo.com

Sunshine Chair
Becky Frisbee (408) 978-6219

Photographer
Jim Gott (408) 265-9501
jgtimp@aol.com

Apparel
Dick Pickering (408) 227-9821)
calwoodart@sbcglobal.net

Ways & Means
Jack Todd (408) 984-3848
jacknethel@sbcglobal.net

Webmaster
Charlie Beldon (408) 559-1582
charlieb@accesscom.com

Librarian
Rich Dege (408) 272-8122
rjdege@worldnet.att.net
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STAFF REPORTS
RIch JohNSoN (PRESIDENt)

We have set the following demos:
Judy Ditmar in August,
Bob Rosemon on November 15
Others being considered are: Bill 

Hunter, Will Smith, Betty Scarpino, 
Haley Smith, Todd Hoyer, Michael 
Lee, and Kay Foster.

Our demonstrators are scheduled 
for a full day. Bay Area Woodturners 
combines the demo with their monthly 
meeting. Meeting first, then the demo. 
We can attend their demos.

John Whittier 
(VP/Programs)

July 19th is the date of this year’s SVW 
summer picnic held at Rich Johnson’s 
place. The annual turning contest will be 
held also. This is the time to show off 
your turnings . Ribbons will be awarded 
for 1st, 2nd and third place and overall 
Best of Show. Your entry must have 
been turned since last year’s contest. 
Judging will be by ballot by everyone 
in attendance. You can enter up to 3 
items per category. The categories are: 
Bowls, Natural Edge,Hollow Forms, 
Craft items, Segmented Turning, 
Spindle Turning, Goblets, Plates & 
Platters.

Another feature of this picnic will be a 
sale of tools or whatever you 
want. Silent auction or best offer. Bring 
a sheet of paper with 
description and price asked or leave 
blank. You should have	your	name	
on	the	sheet	so	anyone	interested	Can	
talk	to	you.	

This year the picnic will start at 3 PM 
and end ????. Bring your 
swimsuit and plenty to drink. Let’s 
have some fun.

cRaIg thoRSoN (tREaSuRER)
Treasury reports are available to 

members. See Craig.

al goRE (lIbRaRIaN)
The club library has the “The Woodturning Workshop” 

(PBS) DVD’s available.  Also Some from Jimmy Clewes.  
Also 2 new Cindy Drozda DVD’s

DIck PIckERINg (aPPaREl)
Hats are now available at $10 each. Be sure to wear 

your SVW insignia when you work shows such as the 
Woodworking show as an SVW staffer.

bEcky FRISbEE (sunshine)
Let Becky or Lloyd  know if a club member needs a 

get-well card, a new-member info packet, or some other 
contact from the club.

Other Business
    Hartville Tools is offering 20% member discounts 

if we pass along our club roster. If you don’t want your 
name released, put your name on the opt out list in the 
database section of our Yahoo group site.    

Demo notes: Judy Dittmar is coming to do a demo 
on Aug. 24th. This overlaps the next Home and 
Garden Show at Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, 
so we have a staffing problem and need some people 
who aren’t going to the demo to man the booth. 
Please sign up with Rich for booth duty.

Craft Supplies USA is offering a 10% discount to 
our club members on phone or web orders of all 
abrasives discs and finishes by using a source code 
of CLUBMEM.   
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Even Roy wants to know...
How did you do that?

Rich Johnson's 
Woodturners' Boot Camp
Learn the basics, from chainsaw 
to polish. An all day class. Book 
available. Sign up now. (408) 254-
8485.

FOR SALE

CALENDAR

There is a Beaver wood lathe for sale.
 Asking $900
 Came from Craft Supplies less than 200 hours of use.
 Check it out at:
 http://www.craftusa.com/catalog/beaver.html
Stubbys Nugget for sale
This is a smaller version of the Stubby 600.  The bed does not slide and this is considered 
a gap bed with a 12” capacity.  This lathe comes with it’s own table / work bench and is 
equipped with a 2 hp motor just like the 750.  Ver speed and rev.  Spindle is 1 1/4th x 8.  
There is nothing wrong with this lathe, it works fine.  Price firm $2500
Also: 1018 oneway lathe for sale, the price is 850.00 
firm and it comes with a few oneway face plates.

P & N Roughing gouge un handled $75
P & N 6mm parting tool $25.
Used aluminum 1” pin chuck $25

Mirca sand paper $16 per box all grits.
80 grit is $17.
408 254-8485
Rich @latheart.com

July 2nd
Monthly Meeting

July 19th
Club Picnic

August 24
Judy Ditmar Demo

  Dave Lambert, Black Krylon spray paint over Ash
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Ironmen are those who com-
plete all 12 President’s Challenge 
projects for 2008. Those who meet 
the challenge are awarded distinctive 
IRONMAN name badges. A blue bar 
in the chart below means that person 

has completed the project for the 
month indicated.

You needn’t be a great turner, 
you just need to participate. Make 
something in our Challenge theme and 
bring it to the next meeting.

Editor’s Note
If I’ve overlooked your President’s 

Challenge entry somehow, e-mail 
Lloyd at bigguy95124@yahoo.com.

IRONMAN

2008 challENgES

July With a “J”

IRoNMaN RulES

• Entries must not have been shown before.
• If you miss a month’s Challenge, you may bring it to a Sawdust 

Session, or to the following meeting. 
• If you bring a make-up Challenge to a meeting, you must also 

show the current month’s Challenge piece. 


